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Sun, Sin & Suburbia
2015-09-01

more than forty million visitors per year travel to sin city to visit the gambling mecca of the world but gambling is
only one part of the city s story in this carefully documented history geoff schumacher tracks the rise of las vegas
including its vital role during world war ii the rise of the strip in the 1950s the explosive growth of the 1990s and
the colossal collapse triggered by the real estate bust and economic crisis of the mid 2000s schumacher surveys
the history of the iconic casinos debunking myths and highlighting key players such as howard hughes kirk
kerkorian and steve wynn schumacher s history also profiles the las vegas where more than two million people live
he explores the neighborhoods sprawling beyond the strip s neon gleam and uncovers a diverse community
offering much more than table games lounge acts and organized crime schumacher discusses contemporary las
vegas charting its course from the nation s fastest growing metropolis to one of the great recession s most
battered victims sun sin suburbia will appeal to tourists looking to understand more than the glitz and glitter of
las vegas and to newcomers who want to learn about their new hometown it will also be an essential addition to
any longtime nevadan s library of local history first published in 2012 by stephens press this paperback edition is
now available from the university of nevada press

Home Improvement: Undead Edition
2012-03-01

there s nothing like home renovation for finding skeletons in the closet or otherworldly portals in the attic now
here s the perfect treat for any homeowner who s ever wondered what s that creaking sound just before the
ceiling comes crashing down editors charlaine harris and toni l p kelner return with an all new collection this time
on the paranormal perils of do it yourself as well as a brand new sookie stackhouse story by the number 1 sunday
times bestselling author charlaine harris there are 13 more cautionary tales of home renovation by bestselling
authors patricia briggs james grady heather graham melissa marr amongst others this is an outstanding line up of
frightening and funny fixer upper tales guaranteed to shake foundations and rattle readers pipes this is the fourth
anthology following on from wolfsbane and mistletoe many bloody returns and death s excellent vacation

His Way
2020-11-25

the small texas town of riverby is on the road to recovery from scandals and corruption that led to the murder of
their beloved sheriff when the wife of an eccentric professor commits suicide during a somber graveside service
her deviant son pushes the elderly funeral director into his mother s open grave when the town s stately funeral
home is destroyed by fire and a small girl s party dress is discovered in an abandoned shack riverby s survival
seems threatened then a stranger steps off a train and hobbles across a field to free a man from a trap just in time
to save his hand and possibly his life the circle of hurt takes in this obscure and enigmatic stranger with the
intention of helping him but it is the circle and the town that receives help the chain of dark events is not broken
but light begins to triumph over darkness jim ainsworth plumbs the depth of southern and texas fiction in his
quintessential style skillfully treading the line between fiction and truth he writes about characters he has known
places he has been and paths he has traveled dr fred tarpley professor emeritus of literature and languages jim
ainsworth is a master at creating characters and weaving a tapestry from the threads of life which are designed
from unexpected events with colors of brilliance as well as darkness he makes readers realize that man has a god
given need to be understood loved and forgiven loretta kibler former teacher and school superintendent jim
ainsworth crafts characters and settings with down home comfort sympathetic characters and scenes that keep us
turning pages and coming back for more writers digest jim ainsworth s writing gives me a renewed sense of the
tether that binds me to god he shook up my world amazon review by sofie

North Carolina Court of Appeals Reports
2001

in this charming retrospective lee county native prudy taylor board writes with love respect and wry humor as she
reveals the true history of lee county its communities and some of its most intriguing and prominent pioneers for



example in 1884 fort myers comprised 139 acres at the original site of the town that was platted into a working
community but the burgeoning town that had grown to include about 50 families did not have a newspaper so
when the opportunity to kidnap an editor and his press presented itself henry l roan captain of the schooner lily
white wasted no time although a paradise for tourists today sanibel was originally noted for its prolific agriculture
by 1896 farmers were shipping a thousand crates of tomatoes a week during their growing season a few years
later crops included eggplant beets squash green peppers cucumbers and beans unfortunately the torrential tides
of salt water accompanying a disastrous hurricane in 1921 destroyed the groves and arid farms that marked the
finish to sanibel s agricultural prominence with these delightful historical vignettes board presents an interesting
and fascinating history of the three cities that presently make up lee county florida locals visitors and newcomers
alike are sure to enjoy board s witty and causal style and will view the area with a renewed appreciation for its
rich past

Flood Control
1928

wild and wooly recollections from the florida frontier cracker times and pioneer lives brings together the
reminiscences of two pioneers who came of age in antebellum florida s columbia county and the nearby suwannee
river valley though they held markedly different positions in society they shared the adventure thrill hardship and
tragedy that characterized florida s pioneer era with sensitivity poignancy and humor george gillett keen and
sarah pamela williams record anecdotes and memories that touch upon important themes of frontier life and
reveal the remarkable diversity of florida s settlers keen s story typifies that of many cracker families born in
georgia he moved with his parents to the florida territory in 1830 in search of a better life he grew up in a
dangerous yet exciting setting and as an old man at the turn of the twentieth century recorded his colorful
memories with a verve and vernacular reminiscent of the georgia humorist augustus baldwin longstreet keen
writes about subsistence farming cattle grazing the seminole wars marriage customs medical practices politics the
abundance of wildlife and the paucity of educational opportunities admittedly not a cracker sarah pamela williams
was the daughter of a nationally recognized man of letters in 1847 she moved to columbia county s seat of
alligator lake city and later married into one of northeast florida s prominent planter families she recorder her
recollections of a life brightened by social functions travel and cultural endeavors offering a rare glimpse into
florida s civil war homefront williams tells of making clothes of homespun tithing crops to the confederacy fearing
hostilities just thirteen miles from her home and surviving as a widow in the lean postwar era cracker times and
pioneer lives features biographical sketches of more than 280 persons mentioned by keen and williams in their
writings many of whom subsequently pioneered settlement in the florida peninsula

Remembering Lee County
2006-12-06

in the spring of 1998 mild mannered ivy league educated andrés martinez took 50 000 most of the advance his
publisher was paying for this book and headed to las vegas for thirty days ten casinos and a wild ride through the
belly of a neon beast the result this brilliant often hilarious chronicle of flesh flash and gambling in a city where
everyone dreams of hitting the jackpot and once in a while someone actually does from seedy strip clubs to
sprawling suburbs from the sumptuous bellagio to the liberace museum martinez meets a host of colorful
characters gathering tricks of the trade from blackjack dealers and fellow bleary eyed gamblers attending easter
sunday mass on the strip befriending a family man who raised six kids while losing eight million dollars as a sports
gambler an exhilarating joyride of a read 24 7 is a breathless tour of america s sin city as seen through the eyes of
a man making 1 65 million in wagers in a single month guess how much he took home

Cracker Times and Pioneer Lives
2023-06-30

gary mitchell was reared in rural south alabama and the memories that he captured in this book are some of the
fondest that he recalls during that special time when life seemed so much simpler family has always been central
in his constellation of influences whippoorwills at dusk along gourd neck road is a collection of stories recounted
by some of his most significant influential family members as well as some of his own experiences during
childhood adolescence and early adulthood the book also contains a brief description and history during his early



years of the small community in which he spent most of his life fullers crossroads is a small community just north
of luverne the seat of government for crenshaw county alabama this community and the small dirt lane gourd neck
road which is located within the community is the focus for the majority of the stories recounted in the book these
stories were recorded to prevent them from dying at the passing of the author s generation it is hoped that the
reading of this book will allow the reader to experience similar recollections from their own past so that they too
will share those precious memories to the current generation

House Documents
1866

compilation of the names and addresses of all medical facilities which are participating as providers suppliers of
services of the health insurance for the aged program covers hospitals nursing facilities home health agencies
physical therapists laboratories x ray units and renal disease treatment centers geographical arrangement entries
include facility and address no index

24/7
2013-02-13

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is
published daily when congress is in session the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for
sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789 1824
the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

House Documents, Otherwise Publ. as Executive Documents
1866

the music issue enhanced ebook include all the tracks on our special cd and the tell all letter from a teenage girl
who kissed and kissed elvis presley how corruption and greed made the jacksonville music scene gretchen wilson
country music s redneck woman the invaluable social spaces of african american record stores bobby rush
bluesman plus where opryland resides in hearts minds and souls backstage with the avett brothers doc watson tift
merritt southern culture on the skids the carolina chocolate drops johnny cash and more great artists this
enhanced ebook also contains loving leaving liquor and the lord which is packed with tracks from the avett
brothers doc and merle watson archers of loaf and many more amazing southern musicians old and new southern
cultures is published quarterly spring summer fall winter by the university of north carolina press the journal is
sponsored by the university of north carolina at chapel hill s center for the study of the american south

Winter Cities in Summer Lands
1885

dyer captures the intricacies of multiple loyalties in the midst of seemingly unified secessionist sentiment skillfully
written and carefully researched this book is intended for both scholars and a general audience highly
recommended library journal

Whippoorwills at Dusk along Gourd Neck Road
2016-11-30

a complete tour guide to the volunteer state from the highlands of the smoky mountains to the banks of the
mississippi river tennessee is a state of endless diversity it boasts breath taking scenery the homes of three
presidents and the birthplace of legendary frontiersman davy crockett it is the birthplace of the blues and the
home of the king of rock n roll it offers a wealth of opportunities for hiking canoeing fishing and wildlife viewing in
state and national parks recreation areas and forests from mountain highroads to delta lands this comprehensive
guide invites you to the best of tennessee s bed and breakfasts museums historic sites restaurants antique shops
and such attractions as the great smoky mountains national park the national storytelling festival in jonesborough



the south s favorite outlet shopping in pigeon forge coker creek the site of tennessee s gold rush world class
whitewater rafting on the obed and ocoee rivers the big south fork national river and recreation area the
chattanooga choo choo and the tennessee state aquarium civil war battlefields like stones river and shiloh the jack
daniel distillery in lynchburg the natchez trace parkway musical venues from the grand ole opry to beale street
the largest middle woodland indian mound in the southeast a half mile long reproduction of the mississippi river
traveling tennessee does more than get you where you want to go it also educates you about the state s heritage
excites you about its vacation possibilities and entertains you with accounts of the authors own experiences

Proceedings of the ... Annual Meeting of the Florida State
Horticultural Society
1895

only three national parks have more visitors each year than the natchez trace parkway a national park of great
natural beauty and historical significance that follows a 450 mile course from nashville tennessee to natchez
mississippi first used as a vital transportation link by native americans and later by kaintucks and frontiersmen
today the trace is experienced by more than 13 million visitors a year traveling the trace explores the parkway and
sights within 30 miles of either side of the natchez trace in addition to the well known stops the authors visit side
roads most tourists ignore or don t know exist it is a guide to 25 civil war sites 73 antebellum homes 65 museums
and art galleries 78 antique shops and malls 72 bed and breakfasts 56 campgrounds 175 restaurants 49 spots for
water sports and a whole lot more one of the ten most outstanding scenic byways in america scenic byways
bulletin distances on the natchez trace are measured as much in places people and history as in miles southern
living

Journal of the Proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Territory
of Florida
1843

kickbacks from government vendors jobs for cronies sweetheart deals for contractors were commonplace it may
have been the most corrupt city in america what happened when greedy promoters ran radio stations and the
local concert scene they brought the beatles to jacksonville but they also brought payola greed and corruption this
article appears in the 2011 music issue of southern cultures southern cultures is published quarterly spring
summer fall winter by the university of north carolina press the journal is sponsored by the university of north
carolina at chapel hill s center for the study of the american south

H.R. 3815, H.R. 4141, and H.R. 4620
2002

eugene p moehring analyzes the development of reno and las vegas since 1945 with special emphasis on the years
after 1970 major factors that shaped the development of both cities were the growth of corporate gaming and
megaresorts and increased personal leisure and affluence moehring provides an engaging informative and
readable history of the divergent paths that reno and las vegas took over the past forty years reno the nation s
gambling mecca in the 1950s led the way developing the successful tourist economy that las vegas later embraced
through the 1970s the two cities resembled each other greatly but las vegas grew to achieve global significance
while reno slowly declined searching for new industries to power its future moehring shows that the development
of the las vegas strip was crucial to southern nevada s success the casinos hotels and entertainments of the strip
and the workers they supported formed a new urban center ringed by offices residences shopping and a major
university in effect it became a third metropolis governed by county commissioners larger than reno and las vegas
combined moehring brings the story of the three cities to the present day examining lessons learned from the
great recession and the efforts under way in all three metropolises to diversify their economies moehring makes
an important contribution with the only current study of nevada s cities focusing on urban development issues
rather than social history or the gaming industry as the service economy continues to grow not only in nevada but
throughout the united states moehring s work has many implications for urban studies and particularly the study
of urban development in other metropolitan areas



Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
1975

senior housing directory for nevada provides a comprehensive list of assisted living and memory care aka
dementia or alzheimer s as well as skilled nursing aka nursing homes this resource guide includes definitions of
independent living assisted living memory care and skilled nursing definition of long term care insurance spotlight
of the top 10 largest assisted living facilities in the state listings of 398 assisted living and memory care facilities
sorted by county city and zip including telephone address and capacity listings of 65 skilled nursing facilities
sorted by county city and zip including telephone address and capacity znest s mission is to help families find the
best possible care for their aging loved ones the website at znest com has the most accurate information for
independent living assisted living memory care and skilled nursing

Directory
1975

longarm s got his eyes on justice and his hands on the defense as a us deputy marshal custis long has gone after
more than his fare share of trouble but when trouble runs right into him wearing a blood stained night gown no
less he knows he ll be in for quite a ride it seems the wealthy silver mine owner jericho malone has just been
stabbed to death in his own home and his blood is on the night gown of his young attractive second wife estelle
malone s daughter always suspected that estelle would sink to any level to get at their father s money and there s
an eye witness who swears he found her lying on the body clutching the impaled knife in her hands so when her
defense lawyer up and collapses on the court room floor it looks like then end of the line for mrs malone but with
longarm s particular talent for persuading the fairer sex mrs malone has another lawyer in no time a real fine
darling of defense and longarm is there to make sure justice is served

Directory: Medicare/medicaid Providers and Suppliers of Services
1975

the meteoric rise of las vegas from a remote mormon outpost to an international entertainment center was never a
sure thing in its first decades the town languished but when nevada legalized casino gambling in 1931 las vegas
met its destiny this act combined with the growing popularity of the automobile cheap land and electricity and
changing national attitudes toward gambling led to the fantastic casinos and opulent resorts that became the
trademark industry of the city and created the ambiance that has made las vegas an icon of pleasure this volume
celebrates the city s unparalleled growth examining both the development of its gaming industry and the creation
of an urban complex that over two million people proudly call home here are the colorful characters who shaped
the city as well as the political business and civic decisions that influenced its growth the story extends
chronologically from the first paiute people to the construction of the latest megaresorts and geographically far
beyond the original township to include the several municipalities that make up today s vast metropolitan las
vegas area

Congressional Record
1940

explore the unconventional otherworldly life of psychic waitress sookie stackhouse in this companion to the
bestselling series that takes a closer look at sookie and her family friends enemies adventures and of course the
lovers who set her world on fire visit bon temps the small louisiana town that sookie calls home with a detailed
map created by charlaine herself and learn the characteristics of the supernaturals who live there vampires two
natured and fae examine all the branches of sookie s family tree and eavesdrop on the private conversations
between rival vampires eric and bill also enjoy the compelling novella small town wedding in which sookie
accompanies her shapeshifting boss sam to his brother s wedding in texas where happily ever after seems very far
away exclusive interviews with true blood creator alan ball and author charlaine harris compiled from fan
questions will satisfy your craving for all things sookie as will trivia questions recipes including caroline bellefleur
s famous chocolate cake and a concordance to the sookie stackhouse novels



Southern Cultures: 2011 Music Issue, Enhanced Ebook
2011-12-01

cases argued and determined in the supreme court of north carolina

Secret Yankees
1999

includes history of bills and resolutions

Traveling Tennessee
1999-01-30

next to jealousy hatred is one of the hardest emotions to control and the members of the broken dreams detective
agency feel the wrath of an enemy who escaped their clutches previously and seeks only vengeance no matter the
cost a foreigner on american soil the antagonist defies his own master in extracting revenge against the men and
women of the agency that foiled his attempt to extricate precious metals from the soil of a land that was not his
own if he had stuck to the religious agenda of the leader who had entrusted him with a plausible plan the man
may have succeeded in the original scheme but he did not know who he was dealing with and took his
inappropriate actions a step too far once again reggie nutsbagh and toby preston rise to the challenge and what
follows is a classic tale of what greed and hatred can accomplish nothing but death and destruction grab the edge
of your seat for the roller coaster ride to top all adventures
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Boss Jocks: How Corrupt Radio Practices Helped Make Jacksonville
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2011-12-01
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